Speech Sound Activity – Speech Sound Bingo

Directions:
(You will need a dice for this game)

1. Choose a set of pictures appropriate to the target sound (see toolkit). Print out copies of the pictures and the dice game board (page 2 / 3) for 1:1 work or as many copies as needed for your group.

2. Either add the dice game board (page 2) on top of a set of pictures from the toolkit or cut and stick your chosen pictures to the blank game board (page 3). Laminate for added durability.

3. Take turns rolling the dice. The player practices the target sound by naming one of the pictures under the number they rolled - at the appropriate level* i.e. word, phrase or sentence level - before marking it off with a counter or dry wipe pen (if laminated).

4. You win by getting one word under every number marked off (a line) or getting all words underneath one number marked off (a column).

*See advice from your SLT / Speech Sound Programme
Speech Sound Bingo

Say your sound or word 5 times

Have another roll

Example:

Pages of pictures for working on specific sounds can be found at

www.leedscommunityhealthcare.nhs.uk/cslt
> Speech Sounds > Individual Sounds

Either
Cut along the dotted lines and lay the dice over a sheet of sound pictures

Or
Cut off the word list from the page of sound pictures and lay over this page.
Speech Sound Bingo
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Say your sound or word 5 times

Have another roll
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